brought to you

*

All sessions are adapted to be age (8+),
experience level and ability appropriate.
Flexible number of participants.
The duration is variable from drop-in sessions
to full-day and multiple-day programs.
All equipment and resources are supplied.
Equipment & tool costs vary per actvivity.

*

The listed activities are only a sample of the
sessions available. If you have a particular
craft, art or project in mind contact Duke
to see if this is in her scope of expertise.
All sessions can be programmed to suit the
curriculum, themes or special occasions.
Book for your organisation, service, school,
community, business, event or individually.
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Fu n & G ame s

Based in North NSW Duke works Australia wide.
www.instagram.com/art_and_craft_sessions
www.facebook.com/EcoArtAustralia
www.dukealbada.com.au
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Email duke_albada@yahoo.com or call
0413 392 788 to discuss options and obtain
a quote for creative sessions befitting YOU.
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M ac r ame

Duke Albada is a multidisciplinary
professional artist. Over the
past 25 years her innovative
artworks have been exhibited in
Australia, Europe and the USA.
Eco Art AU is the banner under
which she creates art from natural
materials, recycles and up-cycles.
Duke is an experienced workshop facilitator in many
art & craft areas & techniques including digital
storytelling, eco art, public art and community projects.
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Eco Art
Create eyecatching pieces using natural materials such
as shells, leaves, pebbles, feathers, driftwood etc.
Tools: scissors, small hand tools, hot glue gun

Light Graffiti

BIGheads
Make a full-head-covering mask, choose your animal,
or select a theme like a fairytale or a movie.
Combinable with theatrical games or shadow play.
Materials: recycled cardboard, markers, paint and glue.
Tools: projector, scissors and brushes.

Create spectacular visuals by moving light sources and
capturing this via long-exposure photography.
Introductory drop-in sessions or half day creating,
or a full-day program including drawing a story.
All lights and camera supplied.

centre pieces

mini decorations
fascinators

TechCycle
Use e-waste to create jewellery or robotic sculptures.
Full-day program includes dismantling electronic items.
Tools: various hand tools, hot glue gun.

jewellery

weaving

Digital Storytelling
Hands-on program in which the essentials of sound &
video principles are explained step-by-step. You will learn
how to create a short story, or audio/visual art piece.
--The Art of Foley: an introduction to making sound effects
for movies and videos in a home recording studio.

